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Part 1 - The Project 

Policy/Service under development/review: Management of waste & cleansing services in Christchurch from April 2020. 

BCP Workstream 
 
Environment 

BCP Workstream Lead 
 
Larry Austin 

Equality Impact Assessment Team: 
 
Georgina Fry, Rachel Davies, Ian Poultney, Sarah Speakman-Jones 

Date assessment started: 
20/06/2019 

 

Date assessment completed: 
06/08/2019 

Date approved: 
15/08/19 

What are the aims/objectives of the policy/service? 
 
From 1 April 2020, BCP will be responsible for operating waste & cleansing services within the Christchurch area, meaning a pragmatic operating 
model is required to ensure sustained service delivery and a smooth transition for Christchurch residents.  
 

What outcomes will be achieved with the new or changed policy/service? 
 
It is recommended: 
 

a) From April 2020, Christchurch’s waste & cleansing services are managed by BCP directly  
b) An interim solution (Option 3) is introduced from 1 April 2020 where by BCP operate Christchurch’s waste & collection services in line 

with the current Dorset Waste Partnership collection model, except for mixing glass with other dry recyclables in the recycling bin. 
c) Officers are authorised a complete strategic review of existing waste & cleansing services across BCP to develop our future waste 

strategy and uniform collection methodology in line with the Government’s Waste Strategy, ‘Our Waste, Our Resources: A strategy for 
England’ and subsequence legislation scheduled for 2023. 
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Part 1 - The Project 

Are there any associated services, policies or procedures?
   

Yes, Waste & Cleansing services across BCP, Corporate Communications, 
Customer/IT – MS Dynamics. 

Please list the main people, or groups, that this 
policy/service is designed to benefit and any other 
stakeholders involved: 

Christchurch residents, Operational staff transferring from Dorset Council to BCP  

With consideration for their clients, please list any other 
organisations, statutory, voluntary or community that the 
policy/service/process will affect: 

 

 

Part 2 – Supporting Evidence1 
 

 
Consultation involved the immediate and wider project team consisting of:  
 
Executive Director Environment & Economy, Director of Environment; Head of Environmental Development, Head of Streetscene, 
Environmental Productivity & Business Analyst, Waste Disposal & Contracts Manager, Waste Strategy Manager, Streetscene Operations 
Manager, Corporate Fleet Transport Manager, Group Accountant, Refuse Manager, Customer Contact Manager, IT Development Manager, Risk 
Manager 
 
A presentation to Cabinet Members was held on 31/07/19 to challenge, review and inform the proposals.  
 
As there is no loss of service, instruction from Corporate Consultation is that a dedicated public consultation is not required. 

                                         
1 This could include: service monitoring reports, research, customer satisfaction surveys & feedback, workforce monitoring, staff surveys, opinions and 
information from trade unions, previous completed EIAs (including those of other organisations) feedback from focus groups & individuals or organisations 
representing the interests of key target groups or similar 
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Part 2 – Supporting Evidence1 
 

   
A local authority (East Sussex) that have implemented similar service changes have been consulted and advice offered has been used to shape 
proposed operational implementation 
 
Colleagues in Dorset Council have been consulted throughout the service development. 
 

If there is insufficient consultation or engagement information please explain in the Action plan what further consultation will be undertaken, who 
with and how. 
 
A detailed Communication Plan has been developed to ensure residents and staff are informed and full engaged in the service transition. 
  

Please list or link to any relevant research, census and other evidence or information that is available and relevant to this EIA: 
 
Christchurch & East Dorset Partnership Survey 2015 & associated Christchurch Report 2015 
 
https://public.tableau.com/profile/bcpinsight#!/ - Demographic data by ward 

Please list below any service user/employee monitoring data available and relevant to this policy/service/process and what it shows in relation 
to any Protected Characteristic: 
 
Of the 50,032 residents in Christchurch, 15% are under 15, 26% are aged between 65–84 years of age and 5% are over 85 years of age (Mid-Year 
Estimate, 2018). The percentage of over 65s in Christchurch is considerably higher than in Bournemouth (18%) or Poole (23%).  
 
4,629 (9.6%) residents in Christchurch have a long-term health problem or disability which limits their day-to-day activity a lot. 6,071 (12.7%) of 
residents have a long-term health problem or disability which limits their day-to-day activity a little (Census, 2011). Both (22.3%) of which may 
limit their ability to lift recycling boxes or wheel waste bins or travel to a Household Waste & Recycling Centre.   
 
3,843 households (7.6%) in BCP have no car or van, which may limit their ability to dispose of waste at a Household Waste & Recycling Centre. 

https://public.tableau.com/profile/bcpinsight#!/
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Part 2 – Supporting Evidence1 
 

 
2.5% of residents were from an alternate ethnic group to White (Census 2011). 
 
According to the Christchurch Report 2015, 77% of residents were satisfied with their recycling collections, while 75% with their refuse 
collections, both of which had reduced by 4% since 2013. 79% of residents were satisfied with the household waste & recycling centre (local tip), 
which had also reduced by 2%.  
 

If there is insufficient research and monitoring data, please explain in the Action plan what information will be gathered.  

 

Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

1.  Age2 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. Assisted 
collections are available for resident who are physically 
unable to put their bin out and have nobody else that can 
help them. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 

Elderly residents with medical needs currently filling 
both their recycling bin and kerbside box each fortnight 
may have excess recycling that won’t fit in the recycling 
bin. 

                                         
2 Under this characteristic, The Equality Act only applies to those over 18 
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Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

the resident. 
 

2. Disability3 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. Assisted 
collections are available for resident who are physically 
unable to put their bin out and have nobody else that can 
help them. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

 
Residents with medical needs currently filling both their 
recycling bin and kerbside box each fortnight may have 
excess recycling that won’t fit in the recycling bin. 

3. Sex/Gender  

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 

 

                                         
3 Consider any reasonable adjustments that may need to be made to ensure fair access 
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Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

4. Gender 
reassignment4 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

 

5. Pregnancy 
and Maternity 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 

 

                                         
4 Transgender refers to someone who considers that they do not identify strictly to one gender to the other, identifying themselves as neither male nor female.   
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Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

6. Marriage and 
Civil 
Partnership 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

 

7. Race  

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

For those whose first language is not English, the 
collection changes may not be understood sufficiently 
to participate correctly. 
 

8. Religion or 
Belief 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
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Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

9. Sexual 
Orientation 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

 

10. Any other 
factors/ 
groups e.g. 
socio-
economic 
status /carers 
etc5 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 
 

Residents (large families, those with medical needs) 
currently filling both their recycling bin and kerbside box 
each fortnight may have excess recycling that won’t fit 
in the recycling bin. 

                                         
5 People on low incomes or no income, unemployed, carers, part-time, seasonal workers and shift workers 
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Part 3 – Assessing the Impact by Equality Characteristic 

 
Actual or potential positive outcome Actual or potential negative outcome 

11. Human Rights 

All residents will have access to the recycling collection 
service, using their wheeled bin for all recycling (rather than 
separating glass into the kerbside box). 
 
The wheeled bin is easier for residents to move with no lifting 
of the kerbside box (and contained glass) required. 
 
Residents will be able to recycle a wider range of materials in 
the kerbside bin including cartons and foil, which may have 
been previously taken to a neighbourhood recycling centre by 
the resident. 

 

 

Any policy which shows actual or potential unlawful discrimination must be stopped, removed or changed. 
 

Part 4 – Equality Impact Action Plan 
 
Please complete this Action Plan for any negative or unknown impacts identified in the assessment table above.  
 

Issue identified Action required to reduce impact Timescale Responsible officer 

Residents (large families, those with medical 
needs) currently filling both their recycling bin and 
kerbside box each fortnight may have excess 
recycling that won’t fit in the recycling bin. 

Additional recycling bins are available 
where needed or alternative suitable 
containers can be used (paper and 
cardboard must be kept dry) 

From April 2020 Georgina Fry/Rachel 
Davies  

For those whose first language is not English, the 
collection changes may not be understood 
sufficiently to participate correctly. 

Any language barriers will be mitigated by 
a well-designed and flexible 
communications strategy that will include 

From Feb 2020 Georgina Fry/Rachel 
Davies 
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 pictorial and translated summary leaflets 
where needed.  

 
 

Key contacts for further advice and guidance:  
 
Equality & Diversity: 
 
Sam Johnson -  E&D Lead for Bournemouth & Poole   sam.johnson@bournemouth.gov.uk  
Beverley Elliott – D&D Lead for Christchurch & East Dorset  belliott@christchurchandeastdorset.gov.uk 
Susan Rice-Ward – E&D Lead for Dorset County Council   susan.ward@dorsetcc.gov.uk 
  
 
Consultation & Research: 
 
Lisa Stuchberry – Insight Manager for Bournemouth & Poole 

mailto:sam.johnson@bournemouth.gov.uk
mailto:belliott@christchurchandeastdorset.gov.uk
mailto:susan.ward@dorsetcc.gov.uk

